1. Cannibals: Myth & Reality
   In this thoughtful one-of-a-kind exhibit, you’ll discover that cannibals aren’t who you think they are. In fact, there’s a good chance that your ancestors were cannibals. You may even have a few cannibalistic practices yourself.

2. California Tower – New Tour!
   Climb the iconic California Tower to see spectacular 360-degree views of San Diego while learning the history of Balboa Park and the diverse communities that call San Diego home.

3. Race: Are We So Different?
   Explore the myth, folklore, and assumptions we make about racial identity and its connection to biology and genetics.

4. Monsters!
   See beasts familiar and strange, real and imagined, kind-hearted and troublesome, from across the span of human history and culture.

5. BEERology
   Modern civilization is beer civilization! Cultures around the world perfected brewing in interesting ways, from modern homebrewers to the ancient Egyptians and Chinese.

6. Ancient Egypt
   Discover what everyday life was like for ancient Egyptians and view cultural objects dating as far back as 5000 BCE.

7. Adventure Kids in Egypt
   In this interactive kid’s exhibit, step into the shoes of an archaeologist on a dig site in Egypt to learn what everyday life was like for ancient Egyptians.

8. Maya: Heart of Sky, Heart of Earth
   View huge majestic monuments and ancient artifacts from the fascinating world of the Maya.

9. Kumeyaay: Native Californians/Ipiai-Tipai
   Learn about the early lifeways and traditions of the first people to call San Diego and northern Baja California home.

10. PostSecret
    Would you share your secrets with a stranger? Explore the community art project, PostSecret, and join the millions of people who have anonymously shared their secrets in this interactive and engaging exhibit...you won’t leave a stranger!

11. Living with Animals
    In this immersive and interactive exhibit you’ll take a journey and discover all the surprising, unique, and inspiring ways that we live with animals. You’ll find we’re not human without them!

*Visit museumofman.org for additional information about our hours and exhibits.